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Okay, the beginning guitar part is acoustic. Then the slide guitar 
comes in. You can also play these exact same guitar chords on the 
keyboard. Enjoy.

F#                         A
Is there anyone out there willing to try?
E                       D
Are we satisfied with just getting by?
F#                       A
We ve hurt mother nature can t you see her she s crying
E                                      D
We ve robbed and we ve raped her and taken her child
F#            A                  E
And oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason?
D
Just think about it
F#            A                  E
And oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason
D
To live another season? Yea

--Break--

F#                             A
We re fighting more battles everyday we re alive
E                             D
We should be rejoicing but instead we cry
F#                       A
This world s so polluted you would think we were blind
E                         D
We poison our children before they re defined
F#            A                  E
And oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason?
D
Just think about it
F#            A                  E
And oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason
D
To live another season? Yea

--Break--

F#                    A



Excuse me for saying  cause I ve never been shy
E                             D
But if we don t stop this we sho nuff goin  die
F#                        A
Yes I hope we can make it  cause this river s run dry
E                         D
Now our only battle will be to survive,
F#          A                E
Hey, and oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason?
D
Come on a think about it
F#          A                E
Hey and oh oh oh oh Can we find a reason
D
To live another season
F#         A           E         D
Yea, it s the New Millennium

Just repeat the chord progressions  till the end of the song. That s 
all. I think it s a cool song. Peace I m outta here!
Tobit
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